It Rhymes with Luck

Perhaps it’s easiest to think of P.S. Haven as the director/producer of low-budget, sexploitation
B-movies. He seems to operate under the delusion he’s doing just that. Each is released not on
drive-in movie screens or late-night cable television, but rather via the written word, in erotica
anthologies, in novels, and on the internet.Seventeen tales are offered as evidence here in It
Rhymes With Luck: The Erotic Fiction of P.S. Haven, including three never-before-published
stories. The works in this anthology are sweaty, cramped, and contorted in the backseat. These
stories stink of guilt and revenge and 103-octane. They get under your nails like grit and under
your skin like regret. In these tales we’ll escape with a wife streaking across the wide-open
desert, wondering if what she’s running toward might be worse than what she’s running from.
We’ll wait outside locked doors and listen for sounds we don’t really want to hear on the other
side. We’ll watch dirty movies of people with secret identities. We’ll lust after chromed ladies
long gone and cloned pin-ups from the future. We’ll get skin-tight with tattooed bad boys.
We’ll do it on the hood, in the kitchen, in our big sister’s bedroom. We’ll do it ourselves when
we’re not paying someone to do it for us. We’ll fight evil and sometimes let it win. We’ll take
it just a little too far. We’ll remember what it was like.These are stories of men and women
obsessed, in the wrong place or the wrong time. And that’s just how they like it. It Rhymes
With Luck is about what people do when fantasy and reality lie too far apart.
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